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About This Game

Land of an Endless Journey is a first-person math puzzle game across different atmospheric landscapes.

Explore the beauty of nature across different landscapes.

Solve math puzzles and pay attention where you move as you might get trapped!

Puzzles difficulty goes up while maintaining the same puzzle size.

Immerse yourself in a surreal world with lovely music.
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As you were sailing in the Northern Sea, you find yourself near a mysterious land with no way to escape but to solve the trails.
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Title: Land of an Endless Journey
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Operation Codename
Publisher:
Operation Codename
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64bit / Windows 10 64bit

Processor: Intel Core i3 / AMD Ryzen 3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 460 / AMD Radeon 7850

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,German,Russian
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First of all, I really like this game. I'm not sure if my sanity will continue if I keep playing this. It's hard, but is fun. I can scream,
cry, and break things but still, I keep playing the game. For the price is a "Yes!" I couldn't say the same for maybe $10 or $15
but this price is perfect, I still have to trythe multiplayer mode, but I don't have friends, lol.

I still don't see glitches or bugs but if I see something bad I will update my review.

If you like the challenges buy it, you will not regret for doing this ^^ Congrats developers!. This game plays like a 10h DLC for
GrimRock 1. If you like GrimRock 1 - you'll like this game. If you didn't play GrimRock 1 - buy it first, it's better.. I'm going to
be honest. Its ok, but not great. Games like OpenTTD (which has a much stronger community, and is based off of Transport
Tycoon Deluxe) are better. this one is a bit ugly, old fashioned, and not as refined as OpenTTD, which has a much more
understandable interface, with great graphics, and the best music.

Overall, I'd suggest leaving this and going for OpenTTD.. THE game about killing a bloke with another bloke. Jazzily.. Good
fun with friends. Best game I've found so far that has 2 player, one at the computer and one in VR.. I really rate the steam link!
Easy to setup and use and only really slightly limited by its 1080p streaming limit (who games in 1080p nonadays! :P). I was
looking forward to the steam link 2 which now seems to have been shelfed, if it ever really was a thing. Haven't tried the
raspberry pi app yet but from specs and reviews seems to be worst than this great little device. So now looks like anyone wanting
to stream will have to look towards more expensive 3rd party alternatives.. This was the first ever soundtrack I ever bought, and
I absolutely don't regret it.

The music is just so incredible I've listened to it with no end, and it just doesn't get boring.

Great stuff everyone needs to listen to!

Don't read the damn reviews and listen to it yourself!. A casual game for children of any age, it looks cute and cute, but you will
not play for a long time, if only for the collection. how i loved this game, it annoyed my house mates in the 1990's when the
volume was high and all they could hear was PIKE MEN READY!!!

i bought it for a trip down memory lane and now i cannot stop humming the siege music
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classic game, AI is flawed and castle sieges are a walk in the park, but how i loved this game, i slipped back into this game on
hard with no starting resources and it still rocks.
. I thoroughly enjoyed this game. The music, the atmosphere, and the game play. It took me a hot minute to figure out but I was
hooked. It's a relaxing game and very satisfying to just continue to evolve from one thing to the next. I absolutely recommend
this game for anyone who enjoys the slower pace content.
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Beautiful, why did it go free though?. There is no game. I paid money for this :(. Well, I like the music.... lt;Very Good!>
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